
Charcora Palmer, MBA, founder and owner of Total P.O.W.E.R. Financial Services,
has taken the stance to empower communities with opportunities. Her business
services extend from credit repair, unsecured loans from $10,000 to $400,000 and
tax preparation to individuals and businesses. Under the unsecured loan platform, she
is also spearheading a program that educates clients in leveraging real estate to pay
off student loans aggressively. 
 

However, she hasn’t stopped there. At a time when so many people in this country are trying to survive the
impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, including the loss of their jobs or being forced to shutter their
businesses, Palmer has expanded into the speaking arena to empower communities through financial
education and messages of hope. POWER stands for Positioning Our Wealth for Economic Redevelopment
and with that as a forefront, lives can be forever changed. 

CHARCORA PALMER
FINANCIAL COACH & BESTSELLING AUTHOR, MOTIVATIONAL SPEAKER

@totalpowerfinancial
www.charcorapalmer.com

Charcora

"The service that we received was incredible I saw better results with goalstoremycredit than
the expensive lawyers on television, this is the best money you can spend!

Bird House

About 

https://totalpowerfinancial.com/


Total P.O.W.E.R. Financial was developed to empower communities
through financial education. POWER stands for Positioning Our Wealth
for Economic Redevelopment and with that as a forefront, lives can be
forever changed. 

Total P.O.W.E.R. Financial provides a credit improvement program, tax
preparation and consulting, as well as personal unsecured loans. 

Through the unsecured lending platform, powered by Legacy Leavers,
the Student Loan Aggressive Payoff Program (SLAPP) was developed
to help clients leverage real-estate to pay down student loan debt.

CHARCORA PALMER

TOTAL P.O.W.E.R. FINANCIAL

WE ARE HERE TO HELP YOU MANAGE 

YOUR FINANCES WITH EXPERIENCE

WHAT WE HELP WITH:

CREDIT IMPROVEMENT

STUDENT LOAN PROGRAMS

UNSECURED LENDING

TAX PREPARATION 

FINANCIAL COACH & BESTSELLING AUTHOR,  MOTIVATIONAL SPEAKER

Satisfied Clients
350

Abolished Debit
500K

Funded
6.9 Billion

OUR STATISTICS



 

“And who knows but that you have come to your

royal position for such a time as this?” (Esther 4:14)

 

Queen, It’s Time to Play Your Royal Position!- Min. Nakita Davis
 

If work, eat, sleep and repeat sounds like the broken
record of your life~ then Queen, run Not walk & GRAB
this book!
Sis let me tell you a little secret…

You were born to sparkle, shine, and POP- leaving a
shimmery substance on the heels of your feet & an
anointed footprint on the enemies’ forehead!
In this awe-inspiring and authentically written
collaborative book, Queens with origins from around the
globe share intimate experiences, fresh perspective &
tangible tips to help you:

�#1 BESTSELLING AUTHOR

Available On:

www.charcorapalmer.com

CHARCORA HAS been featured on:

""The Q.U.E.E.N XPERIENCE"

@totalpowerfinancial
www.charcorapalmer.com

BOOK CHARCORA PALMER TODAY!

Quit making excuses
Understand your assignment
Enlist your supporting cast
Establish your winning team NOW


